ABSTRACT. In this work, we give an adaptive grid generation method which allows a single point to be added in the regions of large variation. This method uses a quadrature rule as a weight function. Our
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the choice ofthe mesh points plays an important role in the accuracy of the numerical solution ofdifferential equations. For example, when the solution has large variations like large gradients, peaks, or boundary layers in some parts ofthe solution domain, we need more grid points in such regions than in regions where the solution changes smoothly. This type omesh generation is known as adaptive grid generation.
During the last two decades, a significant interest in generating and applying adaptive grids to the numerical solutions of differential equations is surfaced (see for example Denny and Landis ]; Eiseman [2]; Lentini and Pereyra [3] ; Matsuno and Dwyer [4] ; and Thompson [5] ). The common property of most adaptive grid methods is that they divide the solution domain into subintervals such that some positive weight function has roughly equal value over each subinterval. Most adaptive grid generation methods differ from each other in the choice ofthe weight fimction and agree in calculating the value of the given weight function at a single point. Most forms ofthe weight functions used in literature depend on the first derivative, or the second derivative, or the tnmcation error ofthe solution. The dominant part of is
In the physical domain, the first derivative u x as follows (see fig. 2 . 1) can be approximated by using the central difference
where the dominant part ofthe mmcation error is given by
The dominant part of the tnmcation error in equation (2.9) is the same as that given in equation (2.7). Hence, the central difference approximation of the first derivative u has the same truncation error in 
In the computational domain, we have
where the dominant part ofthe truncation error T is given by REMARK. In all tables, adaptive , adaptive2, and adaptive represent the numerical results on adaptive grid obtained by using the first derivative, second derivative, and our quadrature rule (equation (3.4)) as a weight function. The numerical results presented in this paper show that the error obtained by using our adaptive method is ofalmost 50% ofthe error obtained by using other methods.
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